
 

Boreham Conservation Society 

TR010060 Appendix B – 9.3 Applicant’s Response to Relevant Representations 

A12 JUNCTION 20A SOUTHBOUND MERGE ASSESSMENT OF ALTERNATIVES REPORT 

Referring to the above National Highways’ (The Applicant’s) report, Boreham 
Conservation Society (BCS) makes the following comments:  

1. Executive Summary 

1.1.2 -1.1.5 Response - This Report is an assessment of the alternative options envisaged by 
the Applicant to retain south-bound access at the current site of Junction 20a and within the 
current design parameters of the Applicant’s proposals. It is not an assessment of all the 
options available to retain south-bound access to the A12 between the villages of Hatfield 
Peverel and Boreham.  

The assumptions in the Applicant’s Report are that: 

A link road on the northern side of Hatfield Peverel from the B1019, Maldon Road to 
Junction 21, bypassing Hatfield Peverel, that would significantly mitigate traffic 
through Hatfield Peverel and on the B1137, will not be part of the proposed scheme. 

The existing River Ter Bridge (Terling Hall Road) will not be modified /replaced.  

This latter decision dates from the 2017 Scheme Assessment Report that states at 2.1- Value 
Engineering Technical Note: 

 “By retaining the existing River Ter Bridge cross section, structural widening 
works and associated costs will be reduced, although this potentially raises safety 
concerns during construction and maintenance, due to substandard cross sections 
resulting in narrower working widths.” 

 
It seems that the River Ter Bridge could be re-built to accommodate an on-slip access at the 
current site of Junction 20a., but savings in cost and time took precedence over safety 
concerns during construction and subsequent maintenance. These cost and time savings are 
now integral to the Applicant’s construction and time budgets which probably accounts for 
the Applicant’s reluctance to review them. The decision also ignored the significant and 
permanent adverse effects upon Boreham residents caused by material increases in traffic 
resulting from the closure of the Junction 20a on-slip. These consequences are not a 
surprise to the Applicant as they will have been plain to see from the traffic data collected 
by the Applicant over several years. It is telling that the Applicant did not include mitigation, 
along the route of the B1137, in the June 2021 statutory consultation.  
  
The Applicant’s report perfunctorily dismisses the option proposed by BCS, in February 
2022, that retains the necessary south-bound access through a re-arrangement of the 20a 
on-slip, possibly nearer to Hatfield Peverel and which would maintain the three- lane 
highway without the need to rebuild the River Ter Bridge. This option was discussed with 
the Applicant’s representatives at a Village Hall meeting in Boreham in February 2022 



(following which details were sent to the Applicant) and subsequently at a second Village 
Hall meeting in October 2022. It is surprising that the “scoring” for this option has been 
omitted from the Applicant’s report and BCS request that it be published immediately.  
 
A subsequent submission by Charles Martin (a member of the BCS) in January 2023, has 
provided a more detailed design of a possible roundabout solution on the B1137 to retain 
south-bound access at Junction 20a. This layout would allow for a standard on-slip and 
merge lay-out without the need to modify the River Ter Bridge. 
 
The Applicant’s scoring system also significantly under-estimates the following:  

 
Boreham residents, BCS, Parish, City and County Councils have all pointed to the fact 
that the outcome of the decision to close the on-slip at Junction 20a is diametrically 
opposed to an outcome that the scheme seeks to achieve: “taking long-distance 
traffic off the local roads and put it back on the A12 where it belongs”. The 
Applicant’s proposal puts more traffic on Boreham’s local roads by diverting traffic, 
that currently accesses the A12 via the Junction 20a on slip, from the A12 (where it 
belongs) onto the B1137 (where it does not). It is surprising that a change that would 
achieve an objective of the scheme (and remove justified criticism) does not feature 
in the Applicant’s scoring system.  
 
BCS consider that a reduction in severance, noise and disturbance (both of which 
would apply throughout the day and night), improvement in air quality and 
reduction in (as described by the Applicant) dangerous rat-running traffic merits 
substantial recognition.   

 
As regards the assessed scores BCS contend that these are not correctly weighted, e.g., the 
problematical negative scores for Customer Satisfaction (5.12 below) with the problematical 
low positive scores for People (5.8 below).  
 
NB For clarity, in this paper BCS use: 

 “North” to describe the direction towards Colchester and “South” to describe the 
direction towards Chelmsford. 

 
“River Ter Bridge” to describe the Terling Hall Road (Crix Bridge) overbridge.  
 

1.1.7 Response - The report details the proposed speed limit reduction on the B1137 Main 
Road between Hatfield Peverel and Boreham and within Boreham village. It is silent 
regarding the reduction in speed limit proposed between Boreham Village and Junction 19 
and confirmation is requested that it remains the Applicant’s intention that a reduced, 40-
mph limit will apply.  

3.2 Junction 20A Southbound On- Slip 

3.2.1 Response – BCS do not consider that Millfield Cottage nor Hatfield Place would see 
any deterioration in their current circumstances. BCS would point out that there are circa 
200 properties along the B1137, Main Road within the Boreham Village envelope, that are 



as near or closer to the B1137 than either Hatfield Place or Millfield Cottage. These include 
the Grade 2 listed Clock House (that is believed to be dated from 1565), the Grade 2 listed 
The Chestnuts, the Grade 2 listed Maltings Cottages, the Grade 2 listed 6 Bells Public House, 
the apartments within the Grade 2 listed building that formerly was The Cock Inn, all of 
which have direct frontage onto the B1137, Main Road through Boreham Village.   

4 Junction 20A On Slip Merge Assessment 

4.1.2 Response See response given in the Executive Summary above. 

4.1.3 Response - Hitherto, the Applicant has stated that the DCO design will result in only 
12% of the traffic arriving on the B1019, Maldon Road at the Duke of Wellington mini 
roundabout, turning south towards Boreham on the B1137 and 88% turning north to 
Junction 21 to reverse direction and travel south back towards Hatfield Peverel and onwards 
to their destination. The Applicant has stated in the responses to Relevant Representations, 
that 88% will be motivated to turn north because of signage and a potential saving of one 
minute in journey time.  BCS are unconvinced by the impact of signage as this is commuter 
traffic and they know the way to their destination. BCS are unconvinced that a potential 
one-minute saving is discernible or material in the context of the vagaries of time in a daily 
commute. BCS are certain that the vigilance, effort and distance involved through the 
execution of a right hand turn at the priority mini-roundabout opposite the Duke of 
Wellington followed by a left hand turn  to go over a bridge above the 6-lane A12 to join 
traffic at the northern roundabout of Junction 21 to turn right over another bridge above 
the 6 lane A12 to the southern roundabout of Junction 21, there to join the 3 lane A12 to 
travel  back under the Duke of Wellington bridge, would be discernible and material. BCS 
contend that many more than 12% of commuters will choose to save the effort, complexity 
and extra distance in pursuit of a potential one- minute saving and, instead, choose to 
continue their current routine of turning south in Hatfield Peverel and then, (if the current 
Junction 20a on-slip to the A12 is closed), travel through Boreham to Junction 19. This will 
be particularly so for the many commuters travelling to Chelmsford as this route enables 
them to complete their commute on local “B” roads, so avoiding using the busy A12 for the 
final miles of their commute and the potential unpredictable journey times caused by long-
term delays arising from any accident or incident on the A12. This judgement as to numbers 
turning south or north in Hatfield Peverel is a crucial assessment regarding traffic flows on 
the B1137. 

4.2.3 Response -The Applicant states that “This included the option received through public 
consultation which does not appear to require the realignment of B1137 Main Road south 
of the roundabout” but does not follow through with a conclusion nor a scoring assessment 
both of which should be published. As previously stated, the January 2023 submission from 
Charles Martin (BCS member), refines the earlier 2022 design referred to above and 
significantly reduces the re-alignment of the B1137.  

4.2.4 Response – Currently, HGVs from the north side of Boreham who wish to travel south 
on the A12, use the B1137 to Junction 19. It is true that such HGV’s cannot travel north to 
Junction 20a and use the on-slip to reverse direction and travel south; the on-slip simply 



accommodates those travelling south from Hatfield Peverel who wish to continue travelling 
south using the A12. BCS contend that the number of HGV’s who would choose to travel 
north, incurring additional distance and time (as compared to simply using Junction 19), to 
travel south from the north side of Boreham would be very small.  This mirrors the 
Applicant’s contention that traffic from the south side of Hatfield Peverel will not travel 
north to use Junction 21 to then travel south (the Applicant routinely describes such traffic 
as originating from the west of Hatfield Peverel).  

It would be useful if the Applicant could provide data to support their assertion regarding 
“the requirement to allow HGV’s to exit the roundabout …..without crossing the 
northbound approach to the roundabout”.   BCS note that the mini-roundabout opposite 
the Duke of Wellington in Hatfield Peverel carries a significantly higher volume of traffic, 
including many more HGVs, but the Applicant has no options, nor is it deemed necessary to 
apply DMRB for this mini-roundabout.  

4.2.5 Response – See 4.2.3 above, there is an option which does not require realignment 
and if, as BCS contends, there is no requirement to accommodate HGV’s reversing their 
direction of travel, the issues given by the Applicant are not material. Additionally, BCS 
consider the Applicant’s comments to be generic in application with the issues highlighted 
common to the road network throughout the country.  The latest BCS submission by Charles 
Martin in January 2023 and described above, removes the HGV conflict described by the 
Applicant in 4.2.5. 

4.3 DS-02 Signalised Right Turn Junction 

5 Discipline Assessment and Scoring of On Slip Options 

Response – BCS is surprised that the benefits for local roads and villagers have been 
excluded from the scoring. The request to retain the Junction 20a on-slip relates to these 
issues, not the Applicant’s difficulties. Retaining south- bound access is directly aligned with 
the scheme’s stated objectives regarding putting the right traffic on the right road. BCS 
request that the Applicant publishes the assessment of the alternative option proposed by 
BCS in 2022 together with an assessment of the refined design produced by Charles Martin 
(BCS member) in January 2023. 

5.3.1 – Response, The Applicant should publish the data base for the statements regarding 
the changes in traffic flow that would result from the closure of the Junction 20a on-slip. 
The predicted reduction in traffic through Hatfield Peverel is problematical, see 4.1.3 above. 
BCS contend that the actual benefit for Hatfield Peverel will be less than predicted by the 
Applicant but nevertheless Hatfield Peverel would still have a reduction in traffic. 

5.4.1 – Response BCS contend that the Applicant’s risk assessment is generic to any new 
road lay-out and to navigating roundabouts throughout the country and does not justify a 
score of -2.  

5.4.2 – Response Though 5.4.2 relates to a signal-controlled junction, this response is 
equally valid for a roundabout solution. BCS contend that motorists who have passed their 
Driving Test will be able to cope with the hazards described by the Applicant, the factors 



described by the Applicant are factors successfully dealt with by millions of motorists every 
day. The Crash Map data is not convincing. The Applicant simply cannot attribute every 
crash on both carriageways of the A12 to access from the B1137 at the Junction 20a on-slip. 
Crashes have multiple causes including mechanical / tyre failure which are totally 
independent of road design. BCS contend that the Crash Map shows a higher incidence of 
accidents on the B1019, Maldon Road in Hatfield Peverel approaching the mini roundabout 
at the Duke of Wellington. The Applicant has not provided a solution to these accidents, 
some of which are probably related to the queueing issues on the B1019.     

5.5 Objective 2b) A Safe and Serviceable Network – Road worker safety 

5.5.1 and 5.5.2 Response – BCS request that the Applicant provides a comparative 
assessment between the risks described and those the Applicant accepted when taking the 
Value Engineering decision referred to in the Executive Summary above. The Applicant has 
extensive experience of providing safe working environments in road, tunnel, bridge 
construction; by those standards the proposed modifications at Junction20a are minimal 
and surely the Applicant will provide a secure environment. A -2 score is excessive. Traffic 
management will be required along the whole route between Junctions 19 and 25; this area 
is no different and correctly risk assessed and implemented will result in no greater risk to 
well-managed, experienced, operatives. 

5.8 Objective 4a) An Improved Environment - People 

5.8.1- Response – The Applicant refers to “a new significant adverse effect may be created 
at Millfields, just west of the River Ter”. Retention of the Junction 20a on-slip simply retains 
the current status quo; BCS do not consider that this would be a “new” impact. BCS would 
point out that Millfields is much further from the B1137 than the 28 households in Boreham 
whom the Applicant admits would be significantly and adversely impacted by the closure of 
the junction 20a on-slip; there are also circa 200 properties, along the B1137 and within the 
Village envelope, that are closer in proximity to the B1137, than either Hatfield Place or 
Millfields.  

5.8.2- Response – BCS contend that the Applicant’s assessment is not comprehensive as it 
fails to fully recognise the beneficial impact for Boreham people and their local roads. It 
does not adequately take account of the reduction in dangerous rat-running traffic in 
Boreham, or less severance, or less sleep disturbance, or improved air quality together with 
the improvement in the quality of the village environment. The Applicant’s assessment of 
the scheme’s impact tends to focus on the peak traffic hours; this minimises the holistic 
overall impact. Boreham would have increased traffic, day and night, 7 days a week: 
permanently. BCS consider a +2 score to be too low. 

5.9 Objective 4b) An Improved Environment – Place 

Response -The Applicant argues the case for adopting their roundabout plan and the issues 
described (with an outcome of -3). These issues would largely be avoided by adoption of the 
BCS plan as refined by the January 2023 submission from Charles Martin (BCS Member). 

5.10 Ob as Objective 5a) A More Accessible and Integrated Network – Safe WCH routes  



5.10.1 Response The cyclists in the Society’s 300 membership agree roundabouts can be 
risky and that is why they are particularly alert when using them.  BCS are not aware of any 
accidents involving cyclists at Junction 20a. The BCS plan as refined by the January 2023 
submission from Charles Martin (BCS member), only requires one, low risk, crossing of the 
on-slip (one-way traffic) as is the situation at present. 

5.12 Objective 6a) Customer Satisfaction – Improved Customer Satisfaction  

5.12.1 / 5.12.2 Response The Applicant states “Although the baseline DCO design may give 
drivers the impression of a detour, it provides for this movement via a dedicated link road 
between Hatfield Peverel and junction 21 with minimal interaction with property access and 
frontages, and junction 21 itself has longer slip roads which facilitate acceleration to speeds 
appropriate for a trunk road”.  BCS contend that a right- hand turn at the priority decided 
existing mini roundabout opposite the Duke of Wellington, followed by left hand turn over a 
bridge spanning 6 lanes of the A12 to reach a priority decided roundabout to turn right over 
another bridge over the 6 lane A12 to reach another priority decided roundabout to join the 
A12 to reverse the direction of travel is, in fact, a detour. The Applicant’s statements 
regarding merging onto the A12 simply reflect the processes of merging which is 
successfully carried out by millions of motorists every day. BCS contend that the distance 
between the Applicant’s Junction 21 and that proposed by BCS for Junction 20a is sufficient 
to avoid any weaving traffic conflict on the A12 main line.  

5.13 Objective 6b) Customer Satisfaction – Improved Scheme Profile 

5.13.1 – Response BCS has repeatedly raised questions (the most recent of which are set-
out in the transcript of Bill Kyle’s [BCS member] presentation at the first Open Floor 
Hearings refers) regarding road capacity so will not repeat these in this paper. Irrespective 
of the solution implemented, Hatfield Peverel will have less traffic on the B1137 to the 
south of the junction on The Street with the B1019 Maldon Road opposite the Duke of 
Wellington. BCS has detailed, in 4.1.3 above, the reasoning for the contention that the 
predicted traffic reductions from the DCO plan are over-estimated. Accordingly, BCS do not 
accept that the increase in traffic from the retention of Junction 20a would be as significant 
as assumed by the Applicant. BCS request that the Applicant publishes the data supporting 
this statement. In any event the Applicant predicts traffic reductions for Hatfield Peverel. In 
direct contrast the Applicant predicts traffic increases for Boreham. BCS consider that a 
problem moved is not a problem solved and that Boreham must not be left to pay the price 
for traffic reductions for Hatfield Peverel.  

6 B1137 Main Road Proposed Speed Limits 6.1 

6.1.3 Response BCS welcome and support the proposed reductions in speed limits, 
especially that proposed within Boreham Village. 

6.1.4 – 6.1.7 Response BCS note the data regarding speeds between the hours of 10.00 and 
16.00 which is welcome news. However, the significant adverse impact which the Applicant 
states (in the DCO) as “sufficient to cause sleep disturbance and annoyance”, does not occur 
within the hours quoted. These significant and adverse impacts occur between the PM and 



following AM peaks where many motorists, including HGV’s, have a much greater impact 
(unrestrained by the volume of other traffic) by achieving higher speeds that those quoted. 
Accordingly, and in support of Essex Police, BCS request that Average Speed Cameras be 
permanently installed to cover the B1137 between Hatfield Peverel and Junction 19.   

6.1.8 Response – BCS do not believe that a potential saving of one minute per journey is 
either discernible or a deterrent to using the B1137; 4.1.3 above refers. 

6.2 Proposed Speed Limit Between Hatfield Peverel and Boreham  

Response – as for 6.1.4-6.1.7 above. 

BCS additional comments:  BCS note that the Applicant’s response excludes the B1137 
between Boreham and Hatfield Peverel but that the Traffic Regulation Measures Speed 
Limit Plans the Traffic Regulation Measures Speed Limit Plans APP 010) proposes 40 mph 
which BCS support together with enforcement by Average Speed Cameras. However, 
reductions in speed limits and other mitigation measures must always be considered 
alongside the BCS proposal to retain the current west-bound access to the A12 at Junction 
20a. 

Boreham Conservation Society (January 2023) 


